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Abstract: The concept of Mizen-Boushi (reliability problem prevention) has
been applied to automotive development. A quality innovation process GD3 ,
which means Good Design , Good Discussion and Good Design Review
, has recently been developed. Authors planned to utilize a System Design
Review during development, in which we discuss potential failure modes, root
causes and examine parts drawing and prototype parts designs using the DRBFM
(Design Review Based on Failure Mode) method. This paper will introduce the
speciﬁc framework of the System DRBFM as a universal Mizen-Boushi method,
which can be utilized for the discussions of a complex system to parts or elements
with hierarchy block diagrams of product and management. Case study of the
System DRBFM for development of the Electric Power Steering system(EPS)
is demonstrated, which visualizes details of practices and possible concerns by
participants. System DRBFM can then previously visualize latent problems in
hierarchical structure of design products in the development stage.
Keywords: Reliability, System, System Management, Management Engineering, FTA, FMEA, GD3 , System DRBFM, Creativity.
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1 Introduction
A number of accidents have been recently reported that resulted from poor reliability
of technology and quality management. The subsequent problem is that these reported
accidents are considered avoidable, in which the causes are already known and it was possible to take countermeasures. In other words, if these causes are found in the design stage,
almost all of the accidents could be prevented. Therefore, it is important to ﬁnd the way of
problem ﬁnding in the design stage to prevent avoidable accidents.
Once a problem occurs by a manufacturer, damage by the problem causes not only a
ﬁnancial loss, but also a reduced reliability and brand image for the maker. It is extremely
diﬃcult to restore the poor reliability and image. Also, in the automobile manufactur-
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ing industry, each maker has taken much eﬀort to manufacture more reliable product in
a shorter development period, in response to the rapid request by the market. To achieve
this purpose, each designer should prevent in advance(=Mizen-Bousi) possible problems
in the short term. If designers’ errors cannot be found in the design stage, they result in
enormous loss such as recalls and damage lawsuits.
There are various approaches in order to eﬀectively find latent problems in a design
stage. Wright (Wright, 1997) reviewed the process of managing engineering changes in a
product. He argued that eﬀective process of visualizing the eﬀect flow by the engineering
changes through a design process is much important to analyze their eﬀect of product’s
quality. Tavcar and Duhovnik (Tavcar, 2005)discussed the contents of checklist for the
purpose of evaluating the eﬃcacy of engineering change management in one organization. Their list do not include the details of estimating potential errors in the changes. Lee
et al.(Lee, 2005) simulated the delay in a schedule by errors in engineering changes on
the assumed error rates , which is helpful in scheduling constructive project. Lee et al.
(Lee, 2006)developed CECM(Collaborative environment for Engineering Change Management). The system is web-based database archiving related documents to engineering changes. They also considered the ontology model of automobile product, which is
helpful for designers to search similar cases as a current case he considers. Eckert(Eckert,
2006)discussed the various methodology to visualize risks involved in engineering changes;
risk matrix, cascade model of eﬀect propagation by changes and Component connection
network. They pointed out the critical path if risk by the engineering changes should be
visualized by using the discussed methods in order to secure the reliability of the considering products.
On the other hand, Huang investigated the Hong Kong industrial company for its situation of using engineering change management system(Huang, 1998, 2003). Though ISO
guideline of engineering change management has already published, the company only introduced paper based system using their original forms, which has diﬃculty in searching
a specific related document to concern potential errors in a current change. Huang also
developed a web-based design review system (Huang, 2001, 2002, 2004) to discuss eﬀects
of engineering changes, which is helpful to preserving the detailed contents of the reviews.
Peng and Trappey (Peng, 1998)proposed a data model of a product compatible to ISO.
Bouikni also developed a design review system based on the concept of Product Features
Evolution Validation Model(PFEV)(Bouikni, 2006) to discuss the eﬀect of changes in design stage. However, they discussed little in defining engineering changes and in finding
errors involved in the changes through a design review process. Moreover, it is little considered that the method of using the data of engineering changes is important to determine
a proactive solution to risks from the changes themselves or the errors involved in design
review process. Once a product including engineering changes has released, the product
should become a reliable product model in service if no troubles occurred after the release.
When designers develop a new product, they define from the engineering changes on the
basis of the past reliable product design. If an organization fails to update the reliable product model, the designers must check risks in engineering changes with no standard and it
probably suﬀers both reliability of products and eﬃciency of product design. It is indispensable to prepare the contents about past reliable data and checklist (reliability test for
the considered possible failures) in order to allow designers to concentrate on considering
the new risk from current changes.
The authors proposed DRBFM(Design review Based on Failure Mode)(Shimizu and
Yoshimura, 2004) framework to meet the above needs. At first, definition of Good De-
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Figure 1
Mizen-Bousi cycle for the basic concept of the management system to prevent reliability problems in the design stage

sign(Gd:design features-function), which means the reliable products data in past service,
is necessary to specify a suﬃciently reliable design conditions of a product. However, designers need to change some conditions from GD, because they should develop new model
to satisfy consumer’s needs. In this case, engineering changes involves the following two
styles;intentional changes in product design features and incidental changes in service environment. Comparing the changes with GD allows the designers to concern possible
failures by the changes. After the prediction, the review process is conducted to check
whether all possible failures are considered and errors in the solutions for them exist. After
the DRBFM process, the data of the developed model is added in the contents of GD. This
framework can be eﬀective in continuous design change management in the automobile
company.
In the previous report, we pointed out the necessity of a problem solving process of
proactive prevention that includes finding latent problems in design drawings, taking specific measures to correct them and improving the design ideas(Shimizu and Yoshimura,
2004; Shimizu and Noguchi, 2003). This paper proposes the advanced DRBFM process
for considering the entire structure of the developing product. We firstly discuss the basic
concept of proactive prevention GD3 . The procedure of advanced DRBFM, called System
DRBFM, is then presented. A case study of the System DRBFM for the Electric Power
steering System (EPS) certifies the validity and eﬀectiveness of our proposal.
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Problem solving, recurrence prevention and proactive prevention (Mizen-Bousi)

Figure 1 shows the management cycle of problem finding and prevention that involves
problem solving, recurrence prevention and proactive prevention (Mizen-Bousi). The necessity of proactive prevention has recently been emphasized to improve product reliability. However, the diﬀerence between the contents of recurrence prevention with those of
proactive prevention has only been slightly discussed. The proactive prevention cycle is
composed of the three main parts.
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Problem solving To take technical measures for the observed problems.
Recurrence prevention To establish a design management system for preventing recurrence of the noted technical problems.
Proactive prevention (Mizen-Bousi) To find latent problems in a new design or design
change.
The main task in the problem solving stage is to find the technical causes of the specific
problems. If a past considered failure list and solutions for them (contents of reliability
checklist) are prepared, designers is able to make a solution for them routinely. Otherwise
it loads for the designers to predict failures and its causes by themselves.
The task in the recurrence prevention stage needs to involve the establishment of a
design management system for prevention rather than a high technical solution. To establish the recurrence prevention system, the organization must arrange the design standards,
reference system for past troubles and design procedure including the utilization of these
tools.
On the other hand, it is necessary for designers to have the ability of problem finding,
which means that they can predict and notice possible problems in the proactive prevention
stage. Exactly the same problem as those in the past rarely occurs. The designers should
then predict a similar problem such that their causes are already known but the problem
itself has not previously occurred. The aspect of proactive prevention is subsequently different from those in the stages of problem solving and recurrence prevention as already
mentioned (Yoshimura, 2003).
To accomplish proactive prevention, it is indispensable for the designers to reminisce
about past reliable designs of the products, which are used in practical service for a certain
period. However, the designers cannot resemble exactly the same design as in the past
when they are engaged in new products or design changes. Therefore, it is necessary to
prepare a specific procedure for the design review process to stimulate the creativity of
designers to help finding the latent problems. The design review process probably includes
a reference to past reliable designs, consideration for the changes from those designs and
finding possible problems by comparing the diﬀerences. In considering the hierarchical
structure of the new product;system-sub system-components-parts,the structure contains
the parts or components or sub-systems that possesses the almost same functions as those
in the past design. Designers can define engineering changes in appropriate level of product’s structure by considering the hierarchical structure of past design. Subsequently they
analyze risks in the changes and errors in solutions for them, in order to take suﬃcient
measures for the changes from GD, which judges whether the conditions of the new product model containing engineering changes can be regarded as the GD(a past reliable design
in a practical service condition).
3 GD3 ; Basic concept of proactive prevention
Failure Mode and Eﬀects Analysis (FMEA)(Stewart and Melchers, 1996) and Fault
Tree Analysis (FTA) (Stewart and Melchers, 1996) have been typically utilized in a design
review to prevent reliability problems. However, the results of these methods are not always connected to practice measures that the designers can understand what to execute or
evaluate. The reason for these interruptions is that the contents of the measures are often
too abstract to allow designers to consider specific changes in the design or the evaluation.
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Therefore, formal practice of FMEA, which has lost their contents, becomes less eﬀective
in considering reliability of the product design.
The authors then introduced the GD3 concept(Yoshimura, 2002) toward the basic management concept of problem finding in the design review stage. The GD3 concept includes
three main parts.
Good Design To specify the design conditions of a reliable product that is used in practical
service for a certain term and to keep these conditions for another design.
Good Discussion To discuss and find latent problems by the diﬀerence in current design
from the Good Design. Because designers cannot avoid deviating from the Good
Design in the case of a design change or new design to achieve new requests by the
market. Designers should then notice the deviation and find the problems caused by
the changes using the discussion with the necessary expertise.
Good Design Review Specific process for design review including problem finding and
determining countermeasures for it.
With this concept, designers can note the safe condition of the designs and find their latent
problems in the design change. We have developed the Design Review Based on Failure
Mode (DRBFM)(Shimizu and Yoshimura, 2004) to arrange the design review procedure
according to the GD3 concept.
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Design Review Based on Failure Mode

The execution procedure for proactive prevention in the design stage must include the
process of visualization for the structure and phenomena, problem finding using the visualized phenomena and problem solving for finding the possible failure causes. However, the
procedure using conventional methods such as FMEA and FTA is not specified and also
depends on the participants’ experience. This is because these procedures are not focused
on finding the problems and obviously involves its procedure. On the other hand, our proposed process is obviously based on the GD3 concept for proactive prevention(Yoshimura,
2002). Furthermore, its procedure includes the problem finding process from intentional
changes (Shimizu and Yoshimura, 2004)(design change by the designers) and incidental changes (Shimizu and Yoshimura, 2004)(the changes in the service environment not
caused by the designers). For this aspect, our procedure possess a valid eﬀectiveness for
problem finding rather than those of conventional processes(Shimizu and Noguchi, 2003).
Details of DRBFM procedure are then discussed as follows.
Figure 2 shows the columns from DRBFM work sheet. Each column is filled according to the sequential finishing of each stage. In the beginning, the structure of the designing
product and its functions of each element are specified by the drawings and tables. Next,
the intentional and incidental changes are presented by the designer. Each participant compares the changes from the ”Good Design” condition and predicts possible failures due to
the changes. Furthermore, the technical causes of possible failures are analyzed according to a brain storming discussion. Finally, measures to design, manufacture and evaluate
of all of the considered technical causes are determined. This process can be the typical
process of actualizing the formal knowledge from the potential or tacit knowledge of the
participants subjectivity. Furthermore, the entire discussion is aimed at stimulating the
participant’s creativity(Simozyo, 2003; Ichikawa, 2003; Shiba, 2003) for helping with the
problem solving.
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System DRBFM

The system is composed of a hierarchical set of components in order to achieve the requested function(Von Bertalanﬀy, 1968). The system involves complex interactions among
the components and the components between classes. To develop a comprehensive proactive prevention procedure that considers the entire hierarchical structure from the element
of a product to whole system, its consideration process must be specified in DRBFM pro-
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cess. We then improved the DRBFM process to the System DRBFM, which considers
entire structure of products in practical use.
In the another report(Shimizu and Yoshimura, 2004), the authors developed the DRBFM
process according to the product development flow. We then improved the process in order
to consider the hierarchical structure of the products. The whole procedure of the System
DRBFM process is shown in Figure 3. The utilization tools in the System DRBFM include
the hierarchical structure map of the products, the intentional and incidental changes table
and the DRBFM work sheet. If necessary, a fault tree diagram is added in order to analyze
the cause of specific failure. The details of each process in Figure 3 are shown in the next
sections.

5.1

Phase 1: Determining the participant and hierarchical structure of the product

In the beginning, the hierarchical structure of the product must be determined in Figure 4. Many of the incidents due to the insuﬃcient communication between sections or
persons have been reported(Von Bertalanﬀy, 2001; Hatamura, 1996). Therefore, it should
be noticed that the function of connection among the sections and persons are considered
to prevent insuﬃcient communication, as shown in Figure 5. In the automobile industry,
an electric control to achieve various kinds of design requests has recently been utilized.
It is then important to consider what expertise, such as parts’ functions, manufacturing,
software development and design maker, are necessary for the System DRBFM. Once the
necessary expertise has been determined, participants including designer, expert reviewer
and authorized professional adviser who possess excellent experience and techniques for
the specific product are easily selected.
If a failure of selecting the expertise occurs, the result of the System DRBFM significantly suﬀers. To prevent this failure, it is indispensable to specifically determine the
hierarchical structure of the system in Figure 4. The hierarchical structure of the system
that includes the system, sub-system, components and elements are determined using the
parts tables by the designer. Furthermore, charges for each block in Figure 4 should correspond to that in Figure 5. This is because the reviewer for the specific components or
element will be easily selected by the relationship between Figure 4 and Figure 5.
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Table 1 Sample of modified point list involving intentional and incidental changes in a part
Model

Modified Item

Part Name

Intentional
Change
Incidental
Change

5.2

New Design

Current
Design

Material
Surface Treatment (Paint & Plating)
Structure & Shape
Production & Distribution
( change into overseas plant from domestic)
Environmental Condition
(Stress ,Temperature….etc.)

Phase 2: Determining the intentional and incidental changes in design

Once the hierarchical structure of the product is determined, the targets for the review
that involve diﬀerences from the ”good design” are then visualized. In the system development, the number of targets for review often becomes immense due to the number of
parts and elements. To decrease the unnoticed problem of the target to be reviewed, it is
important to determine that the targets for review are limited to the changes from the reliable design in advance. The determination of the target will help the designer and reviewer
of the System DRBFM to notice what aspect needs to be discussed.
Table 1 shows a sample of the modified item list that includes the intentional and incidental changes in a part. For example, intentional changes involve changes in the material
selection, surface treatment, structural shape and production (distributing) place. Incidental changes also include environmental changes in manufacturing or service. All of the
changes must be visualized in the form of Table 1. If some changes are hidden in the
brain of the designer, it causes the unnoticed problem of a latent problem due to the hidden
changes. With Table 1, the designer and participant consider whether or not, the changes
results in some failure. This certification process should be executed by all participants to
be reviewed by various experts.

5.3

Phase 3: DRBFM for problem finding and solving

With the hierarchical structure in Figure 4, possible problems due to the changes in the
products are discussed. In more detail, the system, sub-system, component and element
are the hierarchy in Figure 4. In each class, possible failure (we call this the ”concerns”)
from changes and its eﬀect on the connection between parts are considered. If some concerns can occur in the considered points, adaptive measures for these must be determined
by the designer and professional advisor. All of the considered concerns and its measures
are listed in the DRBFM worksheet. A specific example will be shown in the later section.
For the design review of the hierarchical system, participants have diﬃculty in determining the target of discussion in many parts of Figure 4. We can easily determine the
target in the discussion using DRBFM procedure. Because in the DRBFM procedure, the
safety condition of the design can be previously determined as the ”Good design” and the
targets of discussion are also noticed as the changes from the safe condition. This concept can help the participant in the DRBFM to notice what failures (concerns) occur. The
DRBFM procedure then enables the participant to stimulate their creativity and find the
concerns. Once the concerns are found, taking the associated measures easy. Because the
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cause of the concerns is already-known and past measures for them are also known.
The procedure according to Figure 6 yields the possible failures by the changes.
1..Explaining the contents of the changes by the designer The designer in charge of
part 1 in Figure 3 explains the contents of the changes to the participants.
2..Determining the function of the target part The designer determines a specific
function of the target. Other participants examine the contents of the determined
function.
3..Predicting concerns by the changes The designer considers the concerns by the
changes, which possibly damages the function. The contents of concerns are filled in
the DRBFM sheet(the form shown in Figure 2). If the designer consider no concern
due to one change, this should be validated by the discussion among the participants.
4..Detailed consideration for the technical cause of the concerns If necessary, Fault
Tree Analysis is practiced, whose top phenomenon is the current concern. The
branch of the fault tree grows as long as the contents of the cause at the tip node
in the tree possesses a suﬃcient specificity, which are validated by the participants.
5..Inspection of an unnoticed point All participants determine whether any unnoticed
point was lost in the consideration by using the DRBFM worksheet;Discussing the
failures from changes with past failure style data and considering each node from
top concerns in fault trees.
6..Determining measures for all causes by the concerns The designer checks whether
the all causes from the concerns are treated by specific measures.
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6
6.1

Target of System DRBFM; Electric Power Steering system (EPS)

Case study of system DRBFM
Phase 1: Hierarchical structure of electric power steering system (EPS)

We conducted the System DRBFM process for the development of the Electric Power
Steering system(EPS) shown in Figure 7. The EPS is composed of both a mechanical
system and an electric control system. The participants should then involve both expertises.
It is impossible for the participants to understand the interrelations in the structure without
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Table 2 Modified Item List for Rack Boot and Clamp of EPS
Model

Modified Item
Material

p

New Design

Current Design

Thermoplastic Elastomer (TPO)

Chloroprene Rubber (CR)

Surface Treatment

(Same)

Structure & Shape

t=0.5 1.5

t=1.6

Production & Distribution

Blow Molding

Compression Molding

1) Rack Boot
(6)

Environmental Condition

(Same)

Material

SUS 430MT

Surface Treatment

(Same)

2) Clamp
(7)

SUS 430

Structure & Shape

Electric Power Steering
Link Assy.

(Mechanical System Block)

Gear Assy.
(2)

Steering
Rack Guide
Sub-Assy.

Power
Steering
Pinion
Sub-Assy.

Hypoid Ring
Gear

Tie Rod Assy. LH
(1)

Tie Rod Assy. RH

Power
Steering
Rack Housing
Sub-Assy
(5)

Power
Steering
Rack
(10)

Torque Sensor
Sleeve

Rack
Tube

Rack
End
(4)

Rack
Housing
(9)

Rack Boot
Sub-Assy.
(3)

Clamp
(7)

Rack
Boot
(6)

Tie Rod
End
Sub-Assy.

Clip
(8)

(Control System Block)

Power Steering
Actuator Assy.

ECU Assy.

ECU

Micro
Computer

Figure 8
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Control
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Diagnosis
Control

Motor
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Torque
Sensor
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Sensor
Case
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System Hierarchy Block Diagram of Electric Power Steering system (EPS)

Figure 7. Figure 7 can visualize the complex structures of both systems and the interactions
between components. In this figure, some connection from part to tiny elements is omitted
by the judgment of the designer and professional advisor. This is to decrease the load of
the DRBFM for the elements that are judged to have a little eﬀect on safety.
In the hierarchical structure, the material changes in the Rack Boot (6) (bold block in
Figure 7) is the target of the DRBFM. Table 2 shows the list of changes in the Rack Boot
(6). Details of the table will be discussed in later. According to the process in Figure 3, the
participant can determine the target of the DRBFM from the changes in the Rack Boot (6).
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No.1 Seal
Root Convolution
No.2 Seal

Clip (8)

Rack Boot (6)

Rack End (4)

Figure 9

Clamp (7)
Steering Rack (10)

Rack Boot Sectional View

Table 3 Material Properties of Rack Boot

Thermoplastic
Elastomer

Chloroprene
Rubber

95

50

20

15

500

450

-50

-10

0

-35

40

10

-60

-40

+25

+5

Hardness
( Hs )

Dry
Condition

Strength
( Mpa )

Elongation
(%)

Modulus (M100)
High
Change
Temp.
Strength
Condition
Change after
( 100 )
500hrs ( % )
Compression Set( % )
70

22 hrs

Low Temp. Brittleness(

)

PS Oil Resistance
Volume Change ( % )

Sub-system Interaction(Fitness) between Tie Rod Assy. (1) and Gear Assy. (2)
Component Rack Boot Sub-Assy. (3), Rack Boot Sub-Assy.(3), Rack End (4) in Tie Rod
Assy. (1) and Rack Housing Sub-Assy. (5) in Gear Assy. (2).
Element Rack Boot (6), Clamp (7), Clip (8) in Rack Boot Sub-Assy.(3) and Rack Housing
(9) in Rack Housing Sub-Assy. (5).
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Sealing
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DRBFM Worksheet of Rack Boot Sub-Assy.

The Rack Boot (6) includes the design changes in Table 2. The details of the Rack Boot
(6) are shown in Figure 9. The participants determined the No.1, No.2 Seal section and
Root Convolution section as the noticed target.
6.2

Phase 2: Design changes in the rack boot

Table 2 shows the design changes in the materials of the Rack Boot (6). The material
was alternated from polychloroprene (CR) to a Thermo-plastic Olefine Elastomer(TPO).
The contents of the changes are presented in Table 3. Compared with the current material,
TPO has both merits and demerits in its characteristics.
Merit Strength change after heat aging(500hrs), Low temperature brittleness.
Demerit Modulus Change (M100), the changes in PS Oil resistance and Hardness.
The rest of the figure is the changes in the Compression set, which the designer previously
considered countermeasures for its aﬀect by adding the width of TPO. This comparison
can visualize the possible problem by the changes to the participants. The participants
then discuss the possible failure due to the demerit or other changes.
6.3

Phase 3: DRBFM for rack boot

Figure 10 shows the result of the DRBFM listed in the DRBFM worksheet. We now
focus on the discussion to consider the Rack Boot (6) (mark *1). From Table 3, the hardness of the Rack Boot increases from 50 Hs to 95 Hs. Participants noticed the problem of
the increasing reciprocate resistance due to the change. This concern can result in the poor
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steering feeling. The participants then determined the measures for these concerns, such
as the investigation for the increased resistance. Furthermore, these concerns are possibly
connected to the problems in the Actuator Assy. or Power Assist Control in the control
system. This point is related to the consideration of the newly targeted parts.
Using the same procedure, the consideration of other element, such as 2) the Root convolution, No.1 and No.2 seals were conducted. All of the results are listed in Figure 10. A
similar consideration for another targets in the higher classes, such as the Rack End (4) in
the Rod Assy. (1) and Rack Housing Sub-Assy. (5) in Gear Assy. (2), are also conducted
using interactions in Figure 4 and the results in Figure 10. These results are listed in another worksheet to visualize the eﬀects of concerns in the lower classes to the higher class.
The above procedure is the System DRBFM using a hierarchical structure in Figure 4 ,
the intentional and incidental changes list (Tables 1 and 3) and DRBFM worksheet (Figure
10). The DRBFM procedures are conducted for considering the entire system to the element in the lowest class and also from the element to the entire system. This process can
visualize the latent concerns in the interactions in the complex hierarchical structures and
take specific measures for these using the necessary tools and appropriate expertise of the
participants.

7

Summary

We developed the System DRBFM process based on the GD3 concept (Good Design,
Good Discussion, Good Design Review). The system DRBFM process, as a proactive
prevention method in system development, can find the latent problem in the design ideas
and take specific measures for the technical cause of these problems. Furthermore, the
process is specified using the hierarchical structure diagram, modified lists and DRBFM
worksheet. This point can help the reliability engineers to consider the way of introducing
our proposed method to their workplace. We can now apply the concept to the safety management for patient safety(Otsuka and Noguchi, 2005), which is the application example
in a very diﬀerent field to certify the wide applicability of our concept.
Sadfsdfds. sadsadfsadfds
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